Contact Us
For more information about our services, or to schedule your free
consultation, please contact us by any of the means below:
Phone: 303-424-4800
Email: Info@SomeLikeItGreen.com

Interior Plant Care and Maintenance

Plants In The Workplace
Why You Need Plants
Indoor environments are rife with harmful pollutants – cleaning
chemicals, carpet glue fumes, dust and other particulate matter. Many
people are unaware that plants act as natural filters for these harmful
pollutants by filtering them out and providing fresh, clean air.

“If people are to move into closed environments,
on Earth or in space, they must take along
nature’s life support system; plants.” —B.C.
Wolverton, NASA scientist
The Science of Plants
In the last decades of the 20th century, NASA conducted research into the
role of plants as a means of air filtration for space missions. A scientist
by the name of B.C. Wolverton discovered that plants emit water vapor
which creates a pumping action to pull contaminated air down around a
plant’s roots where it is then converted into food for the plant.
Additionally, Japanese scientists expanding on Wolverton’s
bioremediation research discovered that plants also play a significant
role in psychological welfare and that people actually recover from
illness faster in the presence of plants*.
*Plants; Why You Can’t Live Without Them, B.C. Wolverton and Kozeburo Takenaka

Some Like It Green
Who We Are
Some Like It Green is a locally owned interior plant maintenance
company and we have been caring for plants in offices, lobbies,
restaurants, hotels and residences for over 20 years. We have a huge
selection of plants in our own greenhouses, our customer service is the
best in its class and our prices are very reasonable.

“Trust in nature for the stable laws of beauty
and utility. Spring shall plant and autumn
garner to the end of time.” —Robert Browning
What We Do
Whether you are looking for a competitive bid on your current plant
service or you are looking to start a new service, Some Like It Green can
meet your needs.
We take pride in planning, crafting and maintaining plantscapes that
will brighten any workplace and provide clean healthy air for you and
your employees.

